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SCeCRECO ALSO AVAILABLE IN MONA 
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side one’ Sunrise Serenade (ASCAP) 

At Last (ASCAP) 

Serenade In Blue (ASCAP) 

In The Mood (ASCAP) 

(I’ve Got A Gal In) Kalamazoo (ASCAP) 

Little Brown Jug (BMI) 

Tuxedo Junction (ASCAP) 

A String Of Pearls (ASCAP) 

Moonlight Serenade (ASCAP) 

Pennsylvania 6-5000 (ASCAP) 

side two 

The Dating Game (BMI) * 
% 

There are no limitations today on the sources 
from whence popular music emanates. The 

excitement generated by the creation of new 
groups and new sounds has developed an envi- 
ronment which bristles with zestful melodies. 

Certainly the sound of the Mariachi Brass 
and Chet Baker’s warmly supple flugelhorn 
have been one of the chief interpreters of music 
with a Latin touch. With so many cultures feed- 
ing into the mainstream of popular music in 
America, the sounds of the hits are derived 

from the creative genius of the present and 
most assuredly the past. 

The name Glenn Miller has long been recog- 
nized as an innovator in big band arranging. The trombonist-arranger who led a powerhouse 
band during the era when dance bands were everybody's rage, has left an indelible mark 

on music—and people’s lives. 
Chet Baker, whose artistry has remained alert to the trends 

~has become in a sense, a modern version of the Glenn Miller E 
_this album. é 

Undertaking a project of this nature had its built-in disas 
popularized and made famous by the Miller Band, is in sor 

sacrosanct. To change the authentic Miller sound of the cl 
phones, could border on treason. Done tastefully, however, a 
Band’s book, could prove a sensation. 

Baker, built on the improvisational freedom of the jazz wo 
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HEAR THE MARIACHI BRASS DOUBLE SHO’ HATS 
EXCLUSIVELY ON WPS-21852/WF 
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Fire; Yesterda 
Schoen; The BI 
Rubber Ball; 
Smiling; Enam 
Caliente; Whee! 
Today; Green G 
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Chattanooga Choo Choo (ASCAP) 

GHET BAKER 

OFF 
WPS-21842/WP-1842 
Happiness Is; Sure Gonna Miss 
Her; Bang Bang (My Baby Shot 
Me Down); The Phoenix Love 
Theme (Senza Fine); These 
Boots Are Made For Walkin’; 
On The Street Where You Live; 
Armen’s Theme; Spanish 
Harlem; Chiquita Banana; When 

es The Day Is All Done (Foyo); 
“6 You Baby; It’s Too Late. 
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investigation. The most stirring of the Miller Band’s tunes— 
those which gained the most notoriety among the thousands the 
band played —were chosen for re-introduction before an entirely 
new and potent audience. 

There was still the question of whether the melodies, written 
in the 1930's, could stand a fresh polish, could present their own 

uniqueness when placed in the mold of the Mariachi Brass, which 
has been performing the up beat songs of the ’60’s. 

After a few run-throughs, the answer became apparent. The 
old axiom of ‘‘you can’t hold a good song down”’ held true. The 
Miller-associated tunes were as strong and as vital when arranged 

by George Tipton and played zestfully by Baker and associates, 
as when the full Miller Band played them on the stage of the 
Paramount Theatre in New York City. 

There is a perkiness, a light, breezy feel which the Brass lends to the songs. A marimba has been added 
to. offer a soft mood behind the trills and brilliance of the Brass and Baker’s own soaring horn. The thump 
thump of a bass drum takes on a soloing role as it boots the Brass along. : 

Changing rhythms on ‘‘At Last,’’ originally done by Mil pensive piece, provides a contrasting 
showcase for Baker’s lucid playing and the rich ensemble se the group. 

Two of Miller’s most famous selections, ‘‘In The Mood” ar String Of Pearls’’ are done with a con- 

temporary flavor which belies the age of the selections. ‘‘Mood,”’ h has been done in a straight rock 'n’ 
roll style by other groups, is hardly moody at all. In fact, there infectiousness about the song which 
explains why it was such a strong national favorite. ‘‘Pearls”’ s across with regal splendor. Since the 
Mariachi Brass is Latin inspired, it is no surprise that on ‘‘Penr ania 6-5000”’ this famous Manhattan 

phone number is recited in Spanish. The original Miller mood v eant to entertain. Chet Baker’s salute 

to a legend in the band business continues this tradition. —El egel 
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Flowers On The Wall; Tequila 
Mexico; Cuando Calienta El Sol; 
Hot Toddy; 24 Hours To Tulsa; 
Speedy Gonzales; Come A Little 
Bit Closer; El Paso; La Bamba. Producer: Richard Bock 

Arranger: George Tipton 
Engineer: Lanky Linstrot 
Art Direction: Woody Woodward 
Cover Photography: Peter Whorf 
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